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clinical translation
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Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are receiving increasing attention in recent years in the field of cancer treat-

ment. EVs contain specific contents closely related to their donor cells, such as miRNAs, proteins and

dsDNAs. As endogenous vesicles, EVs naturally have the characteristics of low toxicity and low immuno-

genicity and can stably pass through the circulatory system to reach the recipient cells, which make them

good carriers to deliver therapeutic agents such as nucleic acid sequences and chemotherapeutics. In

many preclinical studies and clinical trials, EVs have demonstrated their unlimited advantages in the field

of cancer therapy. However, there are still some challenges that restrict their clinical application, such as

yield, heterogeneity, safety, and specificity. In this review, we will focus on the latest breakthrough of EVs

in the field of cancer treatment and discuss the challenges in the clinical translation of EVs.

1. Introduction

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are lipidic vesicles that can be
released from essentially all eukaryotic cell types.1 According
to different generation mechanisms, EVs are mainly divided

into three subtypes: exosomes (30–100 nm), microvesicles
(50–1000 nm) and apoptotic bodies (1000–5000 nm).2–4 Among
them, exosomes are generated from the endocytic system.
First, the cell membranes are invaded to form the early endo-
somes, and then the early endosomes develop into the late
endosomes (multivesicular bodies, MVBs). During this
process, membranes of late endosomes bud inward to form
the intraluminal vesicles (ILVs). Finally, MVBs fuse with the
cell membranes, and their contents, which are exosomes, are
released outside the cells (Fig. 1A).5,6 It is worth noting that in
the biogenesis of ILVs, part of the cytoplasmic components
will be wrapped into ILVs. These components are not comple-
tely encapsulated randomly, but are sorted through the endo-
somal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT)-depen-
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dent or ESCRT-independent pathways.7,8 Compared with the
complex formation of exosomes, microvesicles and apoptotic
bodies are formed through direct outward budding of living
cell or dying cell membranes.9 In addition, microvesicles also
include oncosomes (100–400 nm) released by tumor cells.10,11

Due to the different generation mechanisms, the compo-
sitions of exosomes and microvesicles are not exactly the
same. For example, exosomes are rich in CD9, CD63, CD81,
and CD82, as well as ESCRT and HSP70, while microvesicles
contain CD40, CD62, etc. (Fig. 1B).12–15 However, both of them
contain a lot of the same contents, such as RNAs (mRNAs,
lncRNAs, microRNAs and circular RNAs), dsDNAs, integrins,
etc.16,17 Besides, they have similar lipid compositions such as
sphingomyelin, cholesterol, glycosphingolipids, etc.18–20 In
this review, EVs are used as the general term for exosomes and
microvesicles. Both apoptotic bodies and oncosomes have
their specific cell origins and production mechanisms, which
will not be discussed.

EVs not only participate in intercellular communications
but also play important roles in various physiological and

pathological processes.21 In normal cells, EVs are involved in a
series of physiological processes, such as blood coagulation,
stem cell differentiation, tissue regeneration and immune
regulation.22–25 In tumor cells, EVs, as an important tool for
information transmission, can communicate with nearby or
slightly distant cells, establish conducive conditions for tumor
growth and metastasis and trigger inflammation, angio-
genesis, cellular apoptosis, immunosuppression, drug resis-
tance, etc.26–28

The compositions and functions of EVs give them great
potential in delivering therapeutic cargos to the target cells.
Compared with synthetic vectors, such as liposomes, micelles,
and polymeric nanoparticles, EVs are endogenous vesicles that
exhibit high biocompatibility and low immunogenicity.
Besides, EVs possess enhanced in vivo stability and long blood
circulation time, which make them attractive vehicles to
deliver therapeutic agents such as nucleic acid sequences and
chemotherapeutics. Moreover, the ability of EVs to interact
with certain recipient cells gives EVs a natural high targeting
efficiency, enabling targeted delivery of therapeutics to specific
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Fig. 1 Extracellular vesicles comprise a heterogeneous population of membrane vesicles of various origins. (A) Formation and release mechanisms
of extracellular vesicles. (B) Main features of extracellular vesicles.
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tissues or tumors. Despite several advantages, EVs also suffer
from some drawbacks. For example, unlike synthetic vectors
which can be produced in large-scale quantities, the biogen-
esis of EVs is a natural process. Scaling up the quantities of
EVs for therapeutic application poses a major challenge.
What’s more, EVs are heterogeneous vesicles. The molecular
compositions and biological functions of EVs are not only cell-
type dependent but also can differ even when the exosomes
originate from the same parental cells, which may affect the
drug delivery efficiency. In this review, we will focus on the
latest breakthrough and clinical applications of EVs in the
field of cancer treatment. Meanwhile, the challenges in wider
application of the engineered EVs will also be discussed.

2. Isolation and characterization of EVs

EVs exist in a variety of biological fluids including blood,
urine, semen, tears and so on. The complex components of
these body fluids, such as proteins and nucleic acids, will
affect the analysis of EVs. Therefore, it is necessary to isolate
EVs from the organism. To date, a variety of isolation methods
have been developed, such as ultracentrifugation, density gra-
dient centrifugation, immunoaffinity capture, size-exclusion
chromatography, microfluidics, etc.29,30 Ultracentrifugation
(UC) is the most widely used method and considered as the
gold standard for EV isolation.31 This method can isolate rela-
tively pure EVs, but the high-speed centrifugation will cause
the aggregation of EVs and the destruction of EV structures.
Thus, the ultrafiltration and the density gradient centrifu-
gation methods have been derived and developed.32,33 Both
the two methods can further improve the purity of EVs and
avoid protein contamination, but there are still the problems
of long extraction times and low yields. Recently, Duong et al.
developed cushioned-density gradient ultracentrifugation
(C-DGUC) based on the principle that different membrane
vesicles have different floatation speeds and equilibrium den-
sities.34 This method improved the recovery rate of EVs by
reducing the aggregation of EVs and unstable EV pellets. The
immunoaffinity capture method can capture EVs via antibody-
modified microbeads or plates. The commonly used markers
are CD63 and CD81. This method can isolate various sub-
groups of EVs, but issues such as low separation efficiency and
high costs come up. Microfluidic platforms are devices that
can be used to isolate EVs. They possess the advantages of fast
processing, cost-effectiveness and accurate classification, but
only a small amount of specimens can be isolated each time.35

Asymmetric-flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) is a new
representative method for EV separation.36 By optimizing the
conditions of AF4, subgroups of exosomes can be successfully
separated from the total EVs. This technology was widely uti-
lized in the pharmaceutical industry, such as the detection of
biological macromolecules and the characterization of nano-
particles. Besides, combination of several methods may
achieve a better effect in the separation of EVs. Benedikter
et al. developed an isolation strategy (UF-SEC) by orderly com-

bining ultrafiltration and size-exclusion chromatography.32

The results demonstrated that UF-SEC could separate EVs with
sufficient purity and high concentration, which meets the
requirements of the next compositional and functional charac-
terization. UF-SEC reduced the conglomeration of EVs, which
is a main disadvantage of UC. In summary, multifarious
methods and technologies have been developed to isolate and
purify EVs, thereby promoting the subsequent usage of EVs.
The emergence of every new technology or approach may lead
to a breakthrough in this area. However, each of them has its
drawbacks, leading to expanded difficulties in obtaining high-
purity EVs with high efficiency.

Generally, the characterization of EVs often focuses on
measuring the particle size and number, as well as detecting
specific surface proteins and cargos.37 Transmission electron
microscope (TEM) imaging is a standard method to character-
ize the structure and size of EVs. Besides, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) are also
used to characterize EVs. Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA)
can calculate the size and concentration of EVs through track-
ing and analyzing the Brownian motion of particles.38 NTA is
commonly used in counting EVs, but this method cannot dis-
tinguish EVs and non-EVs.39 Flow cytometry (FCM) is also a
popular way for EV analysis. Imaging flow cytometry (IFCM) is
a more effective method derived from traditional FCM. It com-
bines FCM and imaging functions to collect signals and quan-
tify them via the images detected with charge-coupled device
(CCD) cameras. Görgens et al. reported that the IFCM could
simultaneously detect single EVs and cells in unprocessed
samples.40 Compared to normal FCM, IFCM exhibited a lower
signal-to-noise ratio and higher overall sensitivity.
Fluorescence-activated cytometric sorting (FACS) can identify
the surface proteins of EVs, but its resolution is generally
above 500 nm.41 Therefore, EVs with a particle size of less than
500 nm must be adsorbed to large-sized microspheres before
detection, which complicates the procedure.42

3. Engineered EVs for cancer therapy

EVs released from donor cells can target recipient cells for
information transmission. Moreover, EVs also can cross the
physiological barriers, such as the blood–brain barrier. These
characteristics enable EVs as promising candidates in tumor
treatment. Natural EVs shed by cell types can be directly used
as tumor therapeutic agents. For example, EVs derived from
dendritic cells are rich in histocompatibility complex class I
and class II/peptide complexes, which can trigger other
immune system cell types and activate antitumor immune
responses.4 Similarly, EVs released from natural killer cells
mediate the process of anti-melanoma.43 However, when EVs
obtained through these methods are directly used as tumor
therapeutic agents, they still face the challenges of unclear pro-
duction mechanisms, difficult quantitation of obtained pro-
ducts, uncontrollable production processes, low yield, and the
mutable contents of EVs due to the change of parental cells. In
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contrast, based on the inherent properties of EVs, engineering
EVs as a drug delivery system (DDS) is a more promising strat-
egy for tumor treatment. There are two main strategies to
encapsulate therapeutic cargos into EVs. One strategy is to
engineer parental cells to shed EVs containing specific thera-
peutic cargos, whereas the other strategy is to engineer EVs
directly via loading therapeutic cargos.

Under the stimulation of biological, chemical, or physical
methods, the parental cells could yield EVs containing thera-
peutic agents. For example, Usman et al. developed a method
to deliver therapeutic RNA (including antisense oligonucleo-
tides, Cas9 mRNA, and guide RNAs) by mass production of
RBC derived EVs (RBCEVs) (Fig. 2A). Subsequently, they vali-
dated this delivery strategy on leukemia cells and breast cancer
cells. The RNA drugs delivered by RBCEVs showed highly
effective miRNA inhibition and CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing
with no cytotoxicity.44 Transfection of donor cells with over-
expressed genes and then packaging the expression products
into EVs is another method to encapsulate therapeutic agents
in EVs via engineering parental cells. This method can con-
tinuously produce EVs containing therapeutic cargos, whereas
the EV membranes can remain intact. For example, O’brien
et al. developed engineered mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)
overexpressing miR-379, and then obtained miR-379-rich EVs,
which could inhibit the development of metastatic breast

cancer.45 HEK-293 T cells transfected with CD-UPRT fusion
cassette could secrete EVs rich in suicide molecules CD-UPRT.
After these EVs entered glioblastoma cells, the CD-UPRT
fusion protein released by them converted the prodrug 5-FC
into 5-FU, which caused cell death and significantly inhibited
the growth of glioblastoma (Fig. 2B).46 Small-molecule nano-
particles and proteins can also enter cells by direct incubation
with cells or electroporation to be further encapsulated into
EVs. Generally, in this method, the parental cells are treated
with high exposure of cargos, whereas only a small part of
them can enter the EVs eventually. However, Cheng et al.
developed and purified synthetic multivalent antibodies retar-
geted exosomes (SMART-Exos) via transfection of plasmids.
The SMART-Exos express both monoclonal antibodies, which
are specific for T-cell CD3 and cancer cell-associated epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR). As shown by the results, these
exosomes specifically bound to triple-negative breast cancer
cells expressing both T cells and EGFR, resulting in an
enhanced antitumor effect both in vitro and in vivo.47

Similarly, Yuan et al. developed engineered MSCs via transduc-
tion of lentiviruses expressing human TRAIL. The TRAIL-
loaded EVs isolated from the engineered MSCs induced apop-
tosis in 11 cancer cell lines in a dose-dependent manner.48

Specifically, Yang et al. developed a cellular-nanoporation
biochip to produce exosomes containing therapeutic nucleo-

Fig. 2 Engineering extracellular vesicles for cancer therapy. (A) Efficient RNA delivery using red blood cell extracellular vesicles. Reprinted with per-
mission from ref. 44, Copyright 2018, Springer Nature. (B) Genetically engineered parental cells to produce extracellular vesicles with specific
expression contents, Ref. 46. (C) The preparation of RGE-Exo-SPION/Cur through a click chemistry reaction. Reprinted with permission from ref. 52,
Copyright 2018, Elsevier. (D) Construction of a recombinant exosome system that can deliver miR-21 sponges to target tumor leukemia. Reprinted
with permission from ref. 56, Copyright 2019, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
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tide sequences. Compared with other methods such as electro-
poration, this strategy achieved higher secretion of exosomes
and enhanced transcript of RNAs of interest, greatly simplify-
ing the entire process of therapeutic exosome production.
Besides, they also demonstrated that the exosomes containing
mRNA produced by this strategy restored the tumor-suppres-
sion function in orthotopic glioma mouse models.49

Direct engineering of EVs is another efficient way to load
therapeutic cargos. Hydrophobic cargos, such as DOX, could be
loaded to EVs by passive incubation. For hydrophilic cargos, it
is necessary to load them through physical or chemical
methods such as sonication, freeze–thaw cycles, saponin treat-
ment, extrusion and electroporation. Many engineering
methods focused on modifying the surface of EVs to improve
the performance of EVs, among which click chemistry is widely
used owing to its simple operation and water and oxygen insen-
sitivities. Meanwhile, it does not need chromatographic purifi-
cation and almost has no influence on the structure and size of
EVs.50,51 Jia et al. have prepared RGE-modified, SPION and Cur-
loaded exosomes via electroporation and click chemistry for the
diagnosis and treatment of glioma (Fig. 2C).52

Molecules can also be inserted directly into the phospholi-
pid bilayer structures of EVs. In a recent work, we developed a
DDS based on engineered macrophage-derived exosomes,
which were loaded with PLGA/DOX nanoparticles and can be
used for targeted chemotherapy of triple-negative breast
cancer (TNBC). To improve the targeting ability of this delivery
system, polypeptides were inserted on the surface of exosomes.
These peptides can target the mesenchymal-epithelial tran-
sition factor overexpressed on the surface of TNBC cells. The
results showed that these engineered exosomes significantly
improved the uptake efficiency and anti-tumor efficacy of
DOX.53

Besides, hybridization is another effective method for
engineering EVs. Lin et al. incubated the original exosomes
with liposomes and consequently encapsulated the CRISPR/
Cas9 system into hybrid exosomes. Therefore, the hybrid exo-
somes could be endocytosed by MSCs and express the encap-
sulated genes, which is promising in in vivo gene manipu-
lation.54 Similarly, Piffoux et al. developed a method of utiliz-
ing polyethylene glycol to trigger the fusion of EVs with func-
tionalized liposomes. The hybrid EVs exhibited an improved
encapsulation rate of exogenous lipophilic or hydrophilic com-
pounds, with similar intrinsic content and biological pro-
perties as before. Functionally, they could achieve higher
efficiency of drug delivery to cancer cells.55

Parental cells and their secreted EVs can also be co-engin-
eered to produce aimed EVs. Huang et al. engineered the
exosome producer cells to enrich miR-21 sponges (a kind of
miR-21 inhibitor) through a reversible light-inducible strategy.
Then they modified exosomes with the cholesterol-conjugated
aptamer AS1411 which could target leukemia cells and block
the function of MiR-21 (Fig. 2D).56 Liu et al. cultured HEK293
T cells with DOX-containing medium to make cells secrete EVs
containing DOX.57 The surface of EVs was further modified
with lipidomimetic chain conjugated HA (LipHA), conse-

quently forming lipHA-engineered hEVs (lipHA-hEVs) loaded
with DOX. EVs (hEVs) secreted by 293 T cells can reduce the
expression of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) in drug-resistant MCF7/
ADR cells. The modification of LipHA increased the tumor-tar-
geting ability of hEVs, which significantly promoted the
accumulation of DOX in resistant breast cancer cells. Jung
et al. developed and purified hypoxia-targeted theranostic exo-
somes by exposing the parental cells to hypoxia. The exosomes
were modified to carry olaparib, a PARP inhibitor by electro-
poration. As shown by the results, these exosomes exhibited
preferential intake by tumor hypoxic cells and lead to
increased apoptosis and inhibited tumor growth in vivo.58

Ingato et al. utilized sulfhydryl-blocking to induce the pro-
duction of nanovesicles by EL4 (murine lymphoma) cells and
then encapsulated them with DOX via incubation (Fig. 3A).59

These nanovesicles achieved efficient and safe delivery of
drugs to cancer cells. Moreover, Kamerkar et al. firstly trans-
formed the parental cells via transfection. Thus, the mem-
branes of secreted exosomes are enriched with CD47, a protein
which could inhibit the endocytosis of exosomes, conse-
quently prolong the circulation time and reduce the clearance
of them. Later, they loaded the exosomes with siRNA or shRNA
via electroporation, which are specific to oncogenic KRASG12D,
a common mutation of pancreatic cancer. These engineered
exosomes exhibited a tumor suppression effect in multiple
mouse models of pancreatic cancer, with prolonged survival
time.60 Similarly, Hong et al. transfected HEK293 T cells with a
plasmid encoding full-length PH20 hyaluronidase which can
decompose hyaluronan overexpressed in the tumor microenvi-
ronment and suppress tumor growth. And the exosomes with
PH20 were loaded with DOX via co-incubation, exhibiting a
combination anti-tumor effect.61

Finally, there are still a variety of research studies which
have developed EV-based mimetics for cargo delivery.62 These
mimetics not only retained the characteristics of EVs but also
received other advantages such as higher tumor-targeting
ability (Fig. 3B). Yong et al. developed biocompatible tumor-
cell-exocytosed exosome-biomimetic porous silicon nano-
particles (PSiNPs) as drug carriers for targeted cancer chemo-
therapy (Fig. 3C). As reported, exosome-sheathed PSiNPs could
effectively deliver DOX to both bulk cancer cells and cancer
stem cells via intravenous administration, resulting in strong
anti-tumor efficacy.63 Similarly, Bose et al. have reported tumor
cell-derived EV-coated nanocarriers (Fig. 3D). Firstly, they
designed and purified EVs containing anti-miR-21, which were
shown to attenuate DOX resistance in breast cancer cells. And
then, they functionalized the gold–iron oxide nanoparticles
with these EVs (TEV-GIONs). The TEV-GIONs were demon-
strated to specifically accumulate at tumor sites and exhibited
an anti-tumor effect in combination with DOX.64

4. On the way to clinical application

It has been proved that EVs play an important role of bio-mod-
ulatory during normal and pathological processes. Meanwhile,
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the number of circulating EVs and their ingredients will
change as the disease progresses. Currently, they have been
widely utilized in disease-related fields. Some of them even
have moved towards clinical trials (Table 1). Here, some repre-
sentative studies were discussed.

In some clinical trials, EVs have been developed to deliver
different cargos such as tumor antigens, RNAs and drugs, for
achieving various applications. An important application of
EVs in the clinic is tumor vaccination. For example, an initial
study has been conducted on specific vesicles derived from
dendritic cells (DCs), termed dexosomes. DCs are antigen-pre-
senting cells (APCs), which process antigens and present them
to T-cells by complexing antigens with major histocompatibil-
ity complexes (MHCs) and displaying them on the surfaces.
However, the results of characterization showed that dexo-
somes also enwrapped the necessary components of antigen
presentation, including the MHC-antigen peptide complexes
and immunostimulatory factors.65 Functionally, they played an
important role in the stimulation of T-cells via transferring
these necessary components from stimulated DCs to antigen-
naïve DCs.66 These findings proposed a possible mechanism
of DEX in amplifying immune response, which might be trans-
lated into the immunotherapy of cancer. The DEX performed
as expected in a mouse tumor model. It provoked specific cyto-

toxic T cells in vivo, inducing growth inhibition and eradica-
tion of the established murine tumors.67 In a completed phase
I clinical trial, dexosomes loaded with tumor antigens (termed
DEX) have been administered to the patients with advanced
NSCLC. As shown by the results, 3 of 9 patients achieved
tumor-specific systemic immune responses and the DEX
slowed the progression of NSCLC in some patients with pro-
longed stabilization of disease. Assessment of safety demon-
strated its great tolerance as no significant toxicity and no
detectable autoimmune reaction were observed. Meanwhile,
the results of the preliminary test showed that DEX therapy
increased the activity of NK cells. As limited by the sample
size, these outcomes required a further clinical trial to
support.68 Another clinical trial utilized DEX as immunother-
apy for metastatic melanoma. In this study, 15 patients with
biopsy-proven stage IIIB and IV metastatic melanoma expres-
sing MAGE3 antigen were included. The MAGE3 loaded DEX
resulted in objective response of one patient, exhibiting pro-
longed stability of disease for 24 months. Besides, the investi-
gators detected no severe toxicity as well as no delayed-type
hypersensitivity response to DEX, indicating the security of
this vaccine. Similar to previously reported trials mentioned
before, they observed an enhanced effect of NK cells, propos-
ing the connection between DEX therapy and NK cell acti-

Fig. 3 Engineering extracellular vesicles for cancer therapy. (A) Sulfhydryl-blocking induced nanovesicles for efficient drug delivery. Reprinted with
permission from ref. 59, Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (B) Self-grown gold nanopopcorn for combinatorial chemo-photothermal
therapy. Reprinted with permission from ref. 62, Copyright 2019, Elsevier. (C) Tumor-cell-exocytosed exosome-biomimetic porous silicon nano-
particles (PSiNPs) for targeted cancer chemotherapy. Reprinted with permission from ref. 63, Copyright 2019, Springer Nature. (D) Extracellular
vesicle-coated nanocarriers for the targeted delivery of anti-miR-21. Reprinted with permission from ref. 64, Copyright 2018, American Chemical
Society.
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Table 1 EV-based therapeutics in clinical trials (completed and ongoing/planned)

Indication
Phase and
number Source Manipulation Administration

Results/outcome
measures Ref.

Melanoma, stage IIIB
and IV metastatic
melanoma

Phase 1, n = 15 Autologous
immature
DCs

MAGE-3 loaded
exosomes

SC and ID Toxicity: <grade II 69
Weekly, four weeks No MAGE3 specific

CD4+ and CD8+ T cell
responses in peripheral
blood

Non-small cell lung
cancer

Phase 1, n = 13 Autologous,
immature
DCs

Exosomes loaded
with MAGE-A3,
-A4, -A10, and
MAGE-3DPO4
peptides

SC and ID Toxicity: grade 1–2 68

Stage III A or B or stage
IV, unresectable

Weekly, four weeks 9 completed therapy,
DTH reactivity against
MAGE peptides in 3/9,
MAGE-specific T cell
responses in 1/3,
increased NK lytic
activity in 2/4

Non-small cell lung
cancer

Phase 2, n = 22 Autologous,
IFN-γ
matured DCs

Tumor-peptide
loaded exosomes

Four ID at 1-week
interval

Toxicity: one patient
exhibited a grade three
hepatotoxicity

71

Stage III B or stage IV,
unresectable

Median PFS
2.2 months and
median OS 15 months

Colorectal cancer stage
III or IV

Phase 1, n = 40 Autologous,
malignant
ascites

Unmodified
exosomes,
±GM-CSF

Four SC at weekly
intervals

Toxicity: grade 1–2
tumor-specific
antitumor cytotoxic T
lymphocyte (CTL)
response in the group
treated with exosomes
plus GM-CSF (10/13)

72

Malignant pleural
effusion (MPE)

Randomized,
parallel
controlled trial,
n = 62

A549 MTX loaded
TMPs

IT, QOD, from 5 to
15 days after PEM,
DDP (IV) at day 1 in
21-day cycles;
control group: saline

Significant
improvement of MPE
and neutrophil
recruitment in the
group treated with
MTX loaded TMPs.

74

Obstructive
extrahepatic
cholangiocarcinoma
(ECCA) end-stage

Phase 1, n = 20 HL-60 MTX loaded
TMPs

Injected into the
bile-duct lumen
after PTBD

Toxicity: most patients
(about 70%) had a
transient fever (1–4 h)
but no other
uncomfortable
symptoms

75

Relief of obstruction in
5/20

End-stage lung cancer
with metastatic MPE
multi-drug resistance

Phase 1, n = 6 A549 Cisplatin-loaded
TMPs

IT for 1–4 weeks >95% tumor cells in
the malignant fluids
disappeared, improved
symptoms in patients
treated with cisplatin-
loaded TMPs

76
Control group (n =
3): IT cisplatin alone

Colon cancer Phase 1, n = 7 Plant Curcumin loaded
exosomes

Three arms with
curcumin tablets,
curcumin with plant
exosomes, and no
treatment

Primary outcome
measures:
concentration of
curcumin in normal
and cancerous tissue

NCT01294072

Metastatic pancreas
cancer, with KrasG12D
mutation

Phase 1, n = 8
(estimated
enrollment)

MSCs KRASG12D
siRNA-loaded
exosomes

Received for
15–20 minutes on
days 1, 4, and 10.
Treatment repeats
every 14 days for up
to 3 courses

Primary outcome
measures: maximum
tolerated dose
determined by dose
limiting toxicity and
other 3 additional
courses

NCT03608631

Head and neck cancer Phase 1, n = 60 Grape Grape extract Two arms with
grape extract
administered orally
and standard oral
mucositis therapy

Primary outcome
measures: pain caused
by oral mucositis

NCT01668849
Oral mucositis

DCs: dendritic cells; SC: subcutaneous injection; ID: intradermal injection; DTH: delayed-type hypersensitivity; PFS: progression-free survival;
OS: overall survival; IT: intrathoracic injection; GM-CSF: granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; QOD: every other day; MTX:
methotrexate; PEM: pemetrexed; DDP: cisplatin; TMPs: tumor microparticles; MSCs: mesenchymal stromal cell exosomes; PTBD: percutaneous
transhepatic biliary drainage.
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vation.69 Since the two phase I trials, a second generation of
DEX (IFN-g-Dex) has been established via updated technology,
which can lead to enhanced T cell response.70 In a phase II
trial, IFN-g-Dex was administered to 22 patients with unresect-
able NSCLC who have already received 4 cycles of first-line
platinum-based chemotherapy. Only one of the 22 patients
exhibited a grade three hepatotoxicity, whereas most of them
(86%) showed no significant toxicity reaction. The median pro-
gression-free survival (PFS) of all patients was 2.2 months after
4 months of therapy. And the median overall survival (OS)
reached 15 months with 86% survival rate at 6 months.
However, a distinct discovery was that the IFN-g-Dex did not
induce a significantly adaptive immune response to tumor
antigen, but only increased the function of NK cells. The
further study highlighted the relationship between enhanced
NK cells and prolonged survival of patients and explained the
possible mechanism of this phenomenon.71

Dai et al. reported a phase I trial that focused on the feasi-
bility and safety of autologous ascites-derived exosomes (Aex)
combined with granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
factor (GM-CSF) for colorectal cancer.72 Previously, another
clinical trial utilized GM-CSF as an adjuvant added to peptide
vaccine in patients with resected melanoma.73 There is also a
previous finding that the Aex could induce effective anti-tumor
immunity in a mouse model, which could be increased by the
GM-CSF. And this clinical trial further proved that patients
treated with Aex or Aex with GM-CSF exhibited great tolerance
as no severe toxicity appeared, indicating the acceptable safety
of these administrations. Meanwhile, although both Aex and
Aex plus GM-CSF could induce antigen-specific anti-tumor
immunity, the addition of GM-CSF induced higher production
and enhanced toxicity of CTL and promoted systemic anti-
tumor immunity. Together, they demonstrated that the Aex
could be utilized as a vaccine of CRC, whereas its efficiency
could be improved by the GM-CSF adjuvant.

In addition to delivering tumor-specific antigens, several
clinical trials proved that the EVs could also serve as a DDS for
immunotherapy. Xu et al. developed methotrexate (MTX)-
packaging, tumor cell-derived micro-particles (MTX-TMP) for
curing malignant pleural effusion (MPE), a common compli-
cation of various cancers.74 After perfusion via a pleural cath-
eter, they discovered neutrophil recruitment in the effusions
from patients diagnosed with non-squamous NSCLC with
primary MPE. Compared with the control group (treated with
saline), the experimental group exhibited a significant
decrease of MPE. They further demonstrated the positive reac-
tion of neutrophil recruitment in improving MPE. Generally, it
provided a possible strategy for mobilizing the innate immune
system of patients, especially for activating the neutrophils in
the control of malignant fluids. Furthermore, in another clini-
cal trial, Gao et al. gave MTX-TMP to patients with end-stage
extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ECCA) (n = 20) with malig-
nant biliary obstruction to study its treatment efficacy.75 After
treatment via MTX-TMP perfusion for 7 days (once daily),
obstruction of 5 patients was relieved, and one of them even
achieved a long remission period of 5 months. All patients did

not show severe treatment-related adverse reactions. Further,
they demonstrated that the MTX-TMP could recruit neutro-
phils to the bile, where the neutrophils facilitate the absorp-
tion of MTX-TMP by CCA cells. They explained that the anti-
tumor effect was obtained by the cooperation of anti-tumor
neutrophils activated by environmental MTX-TMP and the pyr-
optosis induced by tumor-internal MTX-TMP. Together, they
provided a novel neutrophil-targeting immunotherapeutic
agent with both direct and indirect anti-tumor effects.
Moreover, the drug loaded TMPs have been demonstrated to
reverse the drug resistance of tumor-repopulating cells.76 This
clinical trial recruited six end-stage lung cancer patients with
metastatic MPE; the primary tumor cells in their malignant
fluids exhibited resistance to cisplatin. Half of them were
treated with cisplatin-loaded TMPs via intrathoracic injection,
whereas the others were injected with free cisplatin as the
control. Following treatment, of course, the control group did
not exhibit any improvement owing to the cisplatin-resistance.
But in the experimental group, 95 percent of tumor cells in the
malignant fluids disappeared, accompanied by the mitigation
of the MPE. Besides, the increased survival of the experimental
group comes without a significant side effect.

Despite the completed clinical trials, there are still several
clinical trials underway. One clinical trial (NCT01294072)
investigates the ability of plant exosomes to deliver curcumin
to normal and colon cancer tissue. Another phase I trial
(NCT03608631) aims to investigate the best dose and safety of
KRASG12D siRNA-loaded mesenchymal stromal cell-derived
exosomes, which focused on the patients suffering from pan-
creatic cancer with KrasG12D mutation that has spread to
other places in the body. Besides, a distinct study
(NCT01668849) focuses on the anti-inflammatory ability of
oral grape exosomes to prevent oral mucositis during radiation
and chemotherapy treatment for head and neck tumors.

5. Challenges of EV-based cancer
therapy

Although some positive outcomes have been achieved in
current clinical trials, there are still several barriers that need
to be overcome to implement the wide clinical translation of
extracellular vesicles in cancer therapy (Fig. 4).

5.1. Yield

In the actual process, a certain yield is needed to support its
clinical application. To date, several factors are reported to
influence the yield of EVs. Firstly, the external stimulus may
affect the secretion of EVs. As reported by McNeill et al., the
proliferation of CD34+ cells cultured on the type I collagen bio-
materials was faster compared with that on fibronectin.77 This
was attributed to the enhanced production of EVs containing
miRNA-21 stimulated by collagen biomaterials. And the func-
tional performance of CD34+ cells also improved, showing
enhanced migration and angiogenic potential, which pro-
moted the application of CD34+ cells in CABG surgery.
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Gupta et al. developed a protocol for producing mycobacter-
ial extracellular vesicles (MEVs).78 They utilized the mecha-
nism that the iron limitation would induce the enhanced
release of MEVs in Mycobacterium tuberculosis and isolated the
MEVs from the prepared iron-depleted defined medium. The
purified MEVs were eight times higher than isolated from high
iron conditions.

Besides, the modulation to the biogenesis of EVs may also
cause an effect in their yield.15,34 For instance, Sung et al.
reported that thrombin preconditioning could boost the bio-
genesis of EVs from mesenchymal stem cells with more cargo
contents.79 They demonstrated that the mechanism mainly
depends on the protease-activated receptor-1 (PAR-1) mediated
signal pathways as this effect was inhibited by adding
SCH79797, a PAR-1 signal antagonist. Thus, developing PAR-1-
specific agonists might be a promising approach for EV yield
improvement.

Moreover, a novel culture platform may also participate in
the production of EVs. Based on the classical method of pro-
ducing EVs in flask cultures, Watson et al. reported a hollow
fiber bioreactor for producing EVs.80 Compared with the flask,
the hollow fiber bioreactor reduced the confusion from the
EVs of FBS. However, the cultural conditions may influence
the metabolic signature of EVs, and the fiber bioreactor did
not require fetal bovine serum (FBS), which may limit the
application of a novel culture approach.81 Thus, the determi-
nation of cultivation conditions becomes extremely important.
Patel et al. synthesized the expected culture scaffold for the
cultivation of human dermal microvascular endothelial cells
(HDMECs) via 3D-printing technology.82 The dynamic environ-
ment in the scaffold induced an enhanced amount of EVs
from HDMECs, but the proportion of required EVs decreased
and the total protein of each EV was also lost, which greatly
reduced the therapeutic effect as their vascularization bioactiv-
ity. However, they employed an ethanol conditioning
approach, which consequently enhanced the potency of EVs.
This combination overcame the disadvantage of the bioreactor,
that is, achieving yield at the expense of potency, which
further promotes the application of bioreactors in the pro-
duction of EVs.

Gao et al. developed another novel technology for EV pro-
duction.83 The neutrophil-like cells (HL-60 cells) were directly
disrupted via nitrogen cavitation (a physical force) and then

self-assembly to nanovesicles. Compared with natural
secretion, nitrogen cavitation contains similar structures and
compositions, but the yield improved by 14 times higher.
Then, they also mentioned that the nitrogen cavitation EVs
contains less genetic content and subcellular organelles,
which may lead to less heterogeneity and higher biocompat-
ibility. Meanwhile, they utilized nitrogen cavitation EVs as a
DDS in acute lung injury and sepsis, and firmly believed its
wide application in medicine.

Hybridization with synthetic liposomes is another effective
approach to improve the yield of EVs. The exosomes and small
microvesicles with sizes below 200 nm are called sEVs, which
serve as brilliant nanocarriers. However, the lack of modifi-
cation flexibility and poor yield limited their further develop-
ment. Thus, Rayamajhi et al. hybridized the sEVs with lipo-
somes and demonstrated that the hybrid exosomes not only
retained tumor-targeting properties and biocompatibility
carried from macrophages but also obtained the advantages of
the liposome, emerging with better drug release characteristic,
greater colloidal stability and higher drug loading.84

5.2. Heterogeneity

Another challenge in the clinical translation of EVs is attribu-
ted to their heterogeneity. It is widely accepted that EVs are
heterogeneous vesicles. The size, molecular compositions and
biological functions of EVs are not only cell-type dependent
but also can differ even when the exosomes originate from the
same parental cells. Palma et al. demonstrated that breast
cancer cells can secrete several types of exosomes, which differ
in their size and CD44 content.85 Many studies have shown
that different biomolecular factors including the physiological
and pathological state of the parental cell, extracellular
stimuli, and formation pathways can contribute to the hetero-
geneity of exosomes.86

The miRNA content of EVs can differ even when the EVs are
derived from the same tumor batch. While some miRNAs are
highly expressed in most EVs, others are enriched only in
specific subtypes of EVs. This phenomenon can be attributed
to the fact that miRNAs are packaged into EVs through
different mechanisms.87 Previous studies have shown that
miRNAs in EVs represent a mixture of (a) highly expressed cel-
lular miRNAs, which are passively incorporated into the EVs
via an osmotic-like effect; (b) selectively secreted miRNAs,

Fig. 4 Main challenges in the clinical translation of EV-based therapeutics.
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which are actively packaged into EVs based on the specific
sequence of RNA molecules.88 For example, Pigati et al. found
that about 66 percent of the released miRNAs are passively
secreted through EVs depending on the amount of cytoplasmic
miRNA, while 30 percent of exosomal miRNAs do not reflect
the cellular profile, suggesting that they are selectively
released.89

The protein of the EVs exhibited similar specialties to
miRNA. For example, Wood and colleagues identified two sub-
populations of EVs from B16F10 melanoma cells via sucrose
density gradient centrifugation, termed LD-Exo and HD-Exo.
Both of them enwrapped the same protein including Alix and
TSG101. In addition to different species of proteins, LD-Exo
contains unique proteins, actinin alpha 4 and cyclin Y,
whereas the HD-Exo highly encases ephrin type-A receptor 2.
They also discovered that the relative abundance of the same
protein was not precisely in common.90 Besides, the EVs from
apical versus basolateral sides of some cells could also vary
much, which fed back in promoting and maintaining the
polarization of cells.91 This effect was inhibited by Rab27a,
which reduced the secretion of EVs via downgrading the bio-
genesis of ceramide. Another study reported that the Rab27a
reduced the secretion of EVs via regulating intracellular com-
partments, whereas the 30–50 nm vesicles remained the same.
This strongly indicated the different origins of EVs except from
intracellular compartments, perhaps the plasma membrane.92

Meanwhile, previous studies demonstrated that the secretion
of EVs relies on ESCRT-dependent or -independent sorting
machinery, involving different molecules such as tetraspanins,
which partly explains the different subtypes of EVs.21

Despite these findings, the majority of current studies use
EVs as bulk isolates when evaluating their efficacy. The
difficulties in separating specific exosomes include the lack of
unique molecules to distinguish each EV subtype and appro-
priate isolation methods. Therefore, technological advances
are urgently required to address this problem, which will help
us to better understand exosome heterogeneity and accelerate
the development of exosome-based therapeutics.

5.3. Stability

After the large-scale purification of EVs, the EV products
require a suitable environment for storage to guarantee their
stability. As an important issue in the clinical application of
EVs, it requires more attention. Generally, a widely supported
mode for storage of EVs is −80 °C,93 before which EVs are com-
monly resuspended in PBS.94 However, Crowe et al. reported that
trehalose could improve the stability of EVs. A previous study
demonstrated that trehalose is particularly effective in stabilizing
dry membranes, phospholipid bilayers, and proteins.95 In this
study, they suggested that trehalose limited the aggregation and
fusion of beta-cell exosome-like vesicles (beta-ELV). And after
repeated freezing and thawing, the integrity of beta-ELVs stored
in trehalose was better than that in PBS. More importantly, the
beta-ELVs stored in trehalose exhibited higher biological activity.
All results suggested trehalose as a great cryoprotectant in cryo-
genic storage of clinical-grade EVs.96

Although storage at −80 °C is a good choice, it may be
limited by the cost and increase the difficulty of transpor-
tation. Charoenviriyakul et al. developed a promising storage
method for EVs by lyophilization. They applied trehalose as a
cryoprotectant to protect exosomes from the osmotic damage
during lyophilization and stored the sample at room tempera-
ture after lyophilization. As shown by the results, the lyophili-
zation had little effect on exosomes including the physical and
biological characteristics.97 Due to the complexity of pro-
duction, such as the different cell sources and isolation
methods, optimizing the best storage conditions for each kind
of EV therapeutic agent is particularly important, which still
needs more research.

5.4. Specificity

Another major challenge hindering the utilization of EVs is
the difficulty in ensuring delivery to their sites of therapeutic
action while avoiding accumulation at off-target sites.
Nonspecific delivery of EVs decreases the efficacy and may
induce off-target effects. To date, several approaches to
improve the specificity have been reported and achieved some
effect.

Ohno et al. developed a reliable method for building engin-
eered cells.98 They developed an engineered HKE293 cell line
via pDisplay vector transfection, which could secret GE11-posi-
tive exosomes. GE11 is a peptide that can specifically bind to
EGFR (Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor). Thus, the peptide-
positive exosomes derived from engineered HEK293 cells suc-
cessfully delivered the therapeutic gene to EGFR+ breast
cancer cells after systemic administration, causing tumor
growth inhibition. Similarly, Alvarez-Erviti et al. utilized an
engineered vector to transfect the DCs.99 The engineered DCs
could produce EVs displaying Lamp2b, an exosomal mem-
brane protein targeting the neuron-specific RVG peptide.
Thus, the RVG-targeting EVs could specifically deliver the
siRNA to the neurons in the brain and achieve gene therapy
after systemic administration in mice.

However, screening new types of cells or reforming their
characteristics might always be complicated and difficult.
Thus, a universal and simple method is required. Membrane
functionalization based on EVs is a superb choice. For
example, Kooijmans et al. reported an approach by decorating
EVs with recombinant phosphatidylserine-binding nanobodies
(C1C2-nanobodies).100 After modification, EVs from RBCs and
Neuro2A cells exhibited enhanced uptake in EGFR-overexpres-
sing tumor cells compared to classical EVs, demonstrating the
effect of C1C2-nanobodies in improving the tumor-targeting
specificity. Other functional molecules, such as HA, achieved a
similar effect.57

5.5. Safety

Finally, to achieve the goal of clinical translation, safety is
undoubtedly a very important part of it. EVs are recognized as
excellent delivery vehicles due to their high biocompatibility
and low immunogenicity and toxicity. To date, EVs have been
widely utilized in plenty of pre-clinical research and clinical
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research. However, many types of research studies acquiesced
in the tolerance for EVs, whereas only part of them mentioned
the security issues. Lately, a study particularly concentrated on
the hepatotoxicity and immunogenicity of EVs.101 In vitro, it
found that the HepG2 cells did not exhibit significant influ-
ence both structurally and functionally even at a high exposure
to EVs derived from Expi293F cells. It also demonstrated that
the EVs did not induce the inflammatory response of recipient
cells. And in vivo results supported that the relativity high dose
of EVs did not induce toxicity and immune response in
immune-sound mice. Meanwhile, although they originated
from tumor cells, the EVs were proved to have no impact on
the oncogenic or DNA damage pathways of HepG2 cells.
Similar results were shown by Zhu et al.102 They intravenously
and intraperitoneally dosed mice with HEK293T-derived EVs
loaded with miR-199a-3p and chimeric proteins for 3 weeks.
There was no significant toxicity and immune response of the
therapy group as shown by hematology analysis and histo-
pathological examination.

Although these studies provide evidence for the immune-
tolerance of EVs, further investigations are still desperately
needed before clinical application, such as the effect of
repeated injections, various routes of administration, and EVs
from different cells with disparate bio-information.

6. Perspectives

Compared with existing synthetic carriers, EVs possess specific
advantages, such as great biocompatibility and low immunogeni-
city and toxicity, as well as superior bio-stability. Meanwhile, EVs
are rich resources as they can be easily obtained from body fluids
including semen, urine, blood and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid.
They can also be isolated from conditioned media. Thus, more
scientific resources are devoted to this area, which extremely
accelerates its development.

Plenty of research focuses on the biological process of EVs,
including their bio-genesis, transfer, biological effect and
extinction. And they also provided multiple feasible
approaches for the application of EVs in cancer diagnosis or
therapy, such as modification with anti-tumor antigens for
immunoregulation and enwrapping with therapeutic genes or
drugs for tumor-targeting delivery. However, despite these
present achievements, the clinical translation of EVs still faces
several challenges.

First, the industrial production of EVs is still at an early
stage, which urgently needs mass production and an isolation
technology. Generally, a suitable industrial procedure may
need to fulfill the following requirements: high yield, being
simple and time-saving and reproducibility, which are exactly
the shortcomings of existing methods. Next, several pre-clini-
cal studies reported a series of approaches for the engineering
of EVs. Among them, the functionalization of the EV mem-
brane becomes a promising method. For example, the inser-
tion of the polypeptide may improve the specificity of EVs
including higher tumor-targeting ability or cellular uptake.

However, it brings out the consideration that whether the
insertion of exogenous molecules will induce unwanted
changes of the EV initial functions, such as the enhanced
immunogenicity and decreased stability, which asks for
further investigation. Meanwhile, since the structure and
effect of EVs are sensitive to the outside environment, the
storage of EVs remains a great hurdle. Although cryopreserva-
tion seems harmless to EVs, it raises the cost of storage and
transportation. Thus, lyophilization might be a great replace-
ment owing to the low temperature requirement. The EV pro-
duced via lyophilization can even be stored at room tempera-
ture with little impact, which facilitates the commercialization
of EV-based therapeutic agents. But the clinical data have yet
to be supplemented. Finally, since EVs are heterogeneous par-
ticles, the standardization of the whole production process is
urgent, either. It requires not only a unified procedure of pro-
duction, isolation, characterization and storage, but also a
recognized evaluation system for its safety and efficacy, as well
as a guideline for the regimen of clinical administration.
Moreover, each EV-based product must match a particular pro-
tocol, which exacerbates these difficulties. Considering these
challenges, the clinical translation of EVs in cancer therapy
still requires sustaining efforts. However, each breakthrough of
these issues will greatly promote the clinical development of
EVs, eventually leading to a revolution in cancer therapy.
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